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Foreword
This guide is based on the AAO Model No: ZG5
This guide shows how to have it more open and how to install other Linux distributions. The 8GByte
SSD contains the Linux distribution Linpus and not much space is left to add a second Linux distribution. Solutions to install Gentoo Linux are:
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1. Using a 32GByte SDcard that holds Gentoo Linux and leaves the original Linpus Linux on the
internal SSD.
2. Removed the original 8GByte SSD and replaced it by for example a 64GByte SSD having the same
form factor. (As KingSpec KSM-ZIF.6-064MS)
This guide assumes that the reader has certain Gentoo Linux know how. For further help checkout
http://www.gentoo.org [https://www.gentoo.org/], my book http://www.linurs.org/linux/Linux.pdf or
the newest version of this document http://www.linurs.org/pdf/Aspire%20one.pdf.

Small Things
Help on the net
Lot of hints can be found:
http://www.aspireoneuser.com/
http://www.acer.com/worldwide/selection.html
Goto Support & Downloads, under driver download there are some applications that can be added.

Rotating the screen
I use the AAO as book, but books are usually not landscape.
Open a terminal and type xrandr -o right
xrandr -o normal to go back
It works nicely but the touch pad can not be rotated. Luckily when having a USB mouse.

Adding Hardware to the AAO
http://www.mk-electronic.de/eng/ has spare parts.

Plug in stuff
USB Hard disks or Sticks can be easily added to the AAO and the BIOS supports booting from it.
A way to expand the AAO is using the SD card slot on the lower left corner of the AAO, it is marked
with the text Storage Extension. Drawbacks are not boot from there and AAO Linpus is configured
in a way that it automatically writes stuff there.
The AAO service manual can be obtained from the Internet showing how to open the AAO.
The internal SSD has a standard ZIF 40 pin connector. An update with a SSD preferably having the
same form factor (or a hard disk) is simply possible. The only hurdle is that ZIF drives no not common.
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Check https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7weApvWrgaE on how to open the AAO.

Important
Just take care to remove the flat cable to the track pad before removing the top cover.

Solid state media and lifetime concerns
A lot of discussion is going on regarding installation to solid state media as the internal SSD, USB
sticks and Flash cards (as MMC/SD cards). Luckily, there is also a lot of development going on and
many things once written might be outdated and no more true.
Solid state media have limited life time due to the limited numbers of write cycles. Mostly it is forgotten
that also mechanical hard disks have a limited life time too. The installation of Linux to a MMC/SD
card is not critical, since it worked well many years until I decided to install bigger SSD.
However, to not jeopardize lifetime of solid state media, avoid frequent writes to those media, therefore
avoid using swap space on Flash media. Swap has been invented to expand RAM to Harddisk space.
Instead of using swap on solid state media as a hard disk, it is probably better to upgrade the RAM.
Installing Gentoo on a SDcard and using the internal SSD just for boot (=read only) is a good concept
regarding lifetime of the solid state media. However, the original swap partition of the internal SSD
could be kept.
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The SDHC card to be used can be 32GByte with the speed of up to 20MByte/s read and up to 8 Mbyte/
s write. For SD cards see: https://www.sdcard.org/home/

Batteries
The batteries and in case of not having Linux, the operating system are having the most impact to
the price of a Netbook. The low cost Acer Aspire One ZG5 came with a 10.8V 2200mAh standard
capacity battery pack, no Windows and no hard disk. The battery does not last for a whole day business
trip. Luckily there are other sizes available, but not at a very low price:
Available capacities:
4400mAh (2 * capacity of the original)
6600mAh (3 * capacity of the original)
7800mAh (3.5 * capacity of the original)
A source where to order is:
http://www.batteryupgrade.ch
A closer look shows that the batteries used are smart batteries that have a complex electronics inside
that can be read via SMBus:
cat /proc/acpi/battery/BAT1/info
cat /proc/acpi/battery/BAT1/state
The AAO has an SMBus Level 2 Battery Charger from Intersil ISL88731. Battery level 2 charger do
initiate any charge on their own, they wait until the smart battery requests to get charged. Additionally
there is also the Embedded Controller WPCE775 from Nuvotron that has two SmBus connections,
where the first is connected to the battery and the second to the other I2C devices on the motherboard.
Unfortunately Linux seems to have just access to the 2nd I2C bus.
Looking at the battery connector all 5 Smart battery signals can be found:

An external I2C adapter can be connected to the battery.

Important
Care has to be taken, since I2C does not use always the same signals. The AAO uses 3V
signals but the external I2C adapter might use 5V signals.
It can happen that the batteries report errors as requesting a Conditioning Cycle. Usually this is a full
charge and full discharge charge cycle.
There are two fuses on the motherboard one for the external power adapter (5A) and one for the battery
(7A). It can happen that those fuses blow. Having the AOO unpowered and opened, a Ohm meter
shows quickly if the fuses are blown. Unfortunately the fuses are SMD components and can not easily
replaced.
Alternatively, the following shows a blown fuse and how to connect a 5*20mm replacement fuse in
parallel.
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And there is a place to put the fuse on the bottom of the AAO.

Power
When concerning to use bigger batteries to have the netbook longer be running from batteries, it should
also be concerned to use less power therefore install powertop and look at https://01.org/powertop/
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Install Gentoo
Two ways how to install Gentoo on the AAO are described in this guide. If replacing the internal SSD
with a bigger on then the Gentoo installation is as in the Gentoo Handbook https://wiki.gentoo.org/wiki/Handbook:X86 . This guide therefore just contains some AAO specific hints and tips.

Common hints
Gentoo is a source code distribution where you have to compile for your CPU. During the Gentoo
installation you need to know the compiler flags. Here they are:
CFLAGS="-march=i686 -O2 -pipe"
CXXFLAGS="${CFLAGS}"
It is wise to emerge mc the midnight commander during the installation when you are not a command
line specialist. During installation of Gentoo use the desktop profile.

Configure X
In/etc/make.conf add
VIDEO_CARDS="intel"
The configuration works straight forward and a compiz desktop is even possible.
To configure the VGA port check man intel and modify/etc/X11/xorg.conf. Then type xrand
that prints the configuration and xrandr --auto to enable the port.

Note
Screens are not monitors, so when you have one screen it has to be linked to both ports. Since
the aspire has a wide screen and probably an attached CRT not, one of the two devices has
to adapt to the other one.
There is also emerge intel-gpu-tools that contains command line tools to show the details of the
Graphical Processing Untit (GPU).

Webcam
Create a kernel with the uvc driver and use cheese as the application.

Wireless
Using lspci shows that there is a Atheros AR242x wireless pci adapter. That uses the kernel module
ath5k. Atheros 5xxx wireless cards support has to be added in the kernel to get the driver ath5k.
Compile a kernel with the ath5k driver. Then emerge wireless-tools and emerge wpa_supplicant.
Don't configure too much in /etc/conf.d/net it is actually ok when this file is completely empty.
Just unmask and emerge knetworkmanager once started manually it has the option to restart automatically on next restart of KDE. There is also a start script/etc/conf.d/NetworkManager.
Now use KnetworkManager to have GUI for Wlan, but also for the wired network.

Ethernet
The AAO uses r8101, the Ethernet driver for the PCI express fast Ethernet controller from realtek.
However this driver does not exist anymore in the newest Linux kernels. Using http://www.knoppix.org [http://www.knopper.net/knoppix/] the realtek r8169 driver got loaded instead and works fine.
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Compiling the kernel
First you can use the same kernel as Linpus uses, but when having Gentoo, you like to customize it.
When compiling the kernel there is the option in the general setup to create a local version. A string
will be added to the name of the kernel, /lib/modules/<kernel><string> this string causes
problem with modprobe (probably not just) on Gentoo (and not just for modprobe) so disable this
kernel option when building a kernel.

Chroot into Gentoo
Create on the SSD a mounting point/mnt/gentoo
Mount the MMC/SD card there, first find out what device is assigned fdisk -l then mount /dev/mmcblk0p1 /mnt/gentoo
Copy over the network environment
cp -L /etc/resolv.conf /mnt/gentoo/etc/
Mount the current running kernel status
mount -t proc none /mnt/gentoo/proc
mount the active device files
mount -o bind /dev /mnt/gentoo/dev
Now tell the kernel to take the MCC/SD card instead of the internal SSD (Change root)
chroot /mnt/gentoo /bin/bash
Bring the library links in place
env-update
Restore the environmental variables
source /etc/profile
And finally get the prompt updated
export PS1="(chroot) $PS1"
To safely leave the chrooted environment:
exit
cd
umount /mnt/gentoo/dev /mnt/gentoo/proc /mnt/gentoo

Install Gentoo Linux on a SDcard
Gentoo can be installed using Linpus and plugging in the SD card on the right upper SD slot, so
Linpus leaves it alone. Follow the installations from http://www.gentoo.org [https://www.gentoo.org/]
however skip the grub and kernel installation, since you have them already. Don't be worried you can
update them later.
Large MMC/SD cards are affordable. To have a full blown Gentoo desktop system running and have
space for the future a 32GByte MMC/SD card is recommended. Gentoo Linux http://www.gentoo.org
[https://www.gentoo.org/] could also be installed on the internal SSD, however 8GByte would be used
up quickly and a hybrid version with some files on the MMC/SD card and some on the internal SSD
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would be the result. Finally Linpus would be lost. Linpus can be used as a backup Linux during the
setup of Gentoo. It probably takes a while until everything runs on Gentoo as desired with all the
required device drivers. During setup of Gentoo it is helpful to find out how Linpus deals with the
AAO. Since Gentoo is a meta Linux distribution that can be updated on a daily base to have all the
time actual versions, it might be happen that some features get lost after updates, so when you need
something urgently that runs, switch back to linpus.
Finally for simple tasks as browsing the Internet AAO Linpus works fine.
Since the BIOS does not support to boot from the MMC/SD slot, the internal SSD will be used to boot.
This means, it will hold the boot loader and the kernels. The 1GByte swap space that the SSD offers
can also be used for Gentoo. After the kernel has booted it can use the Linux kernel device driver
included in the kernel to access the MMC/SD card.

Note
The evolution has created different SD (Secure Digital) card standards. Originally there were
the Multi Media Cards (MMC) that got superseded by SD cards. Standard SD cards are available up to 4GByte. Luckily the Acer supports SDHC cards up to 32GByte.

Note
It is not foreseen that SDXC cards can be read by SDHC, so it creates a limit for 32GByte
for the AAO slot.

The Storage Expansion SD slot on the AAO
The MMC/SD card slot on the lower right corner is foreseen to expand the internal SSD. This is
done under Linpus via a volume manager that automatically merges both discs MMC/SD card and
internal SSD. This can be considered nice, but it is annoying when a clean standalone Linux version
is considered to be installed on the MMC/SD card.
Instead of trying to make Linpus behave differently it is easier to follow the following strategy:
1. When installing things to the MMC/SD card under Linpus, use the slot on the right.
2. When working and booting Gentoo or work with Linpus use the left MMC/SD slot.
Type fdisk -l to see what you have:
/dev/sda1 is the internal SSD the * shows that this is a bootable disk
/dev/sda2 is also the internal SSD but this is the swap partitions
/dev/mcblk0p1 is the MMC/SD card ready to get Gentoo Linux! The dev file could also be something as/dev/mcblk1p1, since it is incremented when cards get plugged in and out.

Prepare the boot loader
Aspire boots with grub, but there seems to be a grub version that does not show the menu to select different boot configurations. Rename the acer grub directory to grubacer. However avoid to shut down,
since it will not boot anymore. Copy grub binaries over from a Gentoo PC (standard pentium) to a newly created grub directory and use grub.conf from linpus. Delete the hidden menu line and give a timeout=5 for 5 seconds. Copy over the splash image from the grubacer, however it does not work, since
the splash.xpm.gz contains a subdirectory inside. Therefore unzip it, go to the splash.xpm
subdirectory and gzip splash.xpm to get rid of the subdirectory. Then copy the new splash.xpm.gz to/boot/grub and delete the /boot/grub/splash.xpm directory. Now during the next
boot sequence grub pops up showing the Linux splash screen and the menu. Then the menu can be
expanded to contain the lines booting gentoo Linux from the SD card, but also to still use Linpus on
the acer internal SSD.
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Accessing the SDcard
There are drivers necessary to access the MMC/SD card. The drivers are mmc_core, mmc_block
and sdhci. They are delivered with the kernel source under device drivers => MMC/SD card support
=> Secure Digital Host Controller Interface Support. The AAO has a kernel where those drivers are
compiled as module. Therefore the kernel will not be able to access the sd card during boot and will
stuck with kernel panics. The easiest way is to create a kernel with those modules built into it. This
makes it also easy to use more up to date kernel sources.
An other small issue is that the MMC/SD card driver will not be ready when the kernel wants to access
the files on it. Passing via grub the parameter rootdelay solves this issue.
Enable the kernel MMC/SD option UNSAFE_RESUME to not unmount the MMC/SD card when go
into suspend mode. If it would unmount it, then when awake, it would re-mount it under an other
device name and would obviously getting confused.
Note: If you want to read the SD/MMC card on a other computer be aware that many cheap SD/MMC
card readers are not able to read 32GByte large SD/MMC cards.

BIOS update
Early AAO BIOS versions had bugs, one was that empty batteries did not charge any more therefore
it is highly recommended to make a BIOS update to V0.3310.
No Windows, no DOS just Linux and the BIOS update from acer comes with a DOS program?
From http://www.fdos.org/bootdisks/ download and unzip a floppy image for FreeDos as FDSTD.288.
FDSTD.288 is a FreeDos floppy image with 2.88MByte space, so the DOS utility should fit. Copy
FDSTD.288 to /boot and add the following to your grub.conf (Note: /boot might not be necessary in the path, depending how your Linux is setup):

Example 1. Boot memdisk
title=Freedos
root (hd0,0)
kernel /boot/memdisk
initrd /boot/FDSTD.288
memdisk is the floppy emulator and can be obtained by emerge syslinux and cp /usr/share/syslinux/memdisk /boot.
Now its worth to try out FreeDOS, boot it and you should find yourself in DOS. When done, the good
old Ctrl Alt Del brings you back.
Reboot the PC in Linux and add the BIOS update utility to FreeDos. Create a mounting point mkdir /
mnt/floppy and mount the image:
mount -o loop /boot/boot/FDSTD.288 /mnt/floppy
Now copy the DOS BIOS utility from Acer to the floppy image, reboot from FreeDos and update
the BIOS.
When done it is wise to mount -o loop /boot/boot/FDSTD.288 /mnt/floppy and delete the BIOS
update utility from there, since updating BIOS is a critical task that can badly hurt your PC when it
crashes, or gets interrupted by a power failure.

Open issues
Constructive comments to this document are welcomed urs@linurs.org [mailto:urs@linurs.org]
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The still open issues:
1. Setting up the wireless slide switch and its yellow LED (xev shows its key code)
2. WLAN can be turned off with the switch on the front side of the Aspire One, although you don't
get a visual notification in the GUI. The Wireless LEDs DO work, with the addition of these lines
to /etc/rc.local
# Make wifi lights blink
sysctl -w dev.wifi0.ledpin=3
sysctl -w dev.wifi0.softled=1
1. Setting up blue keyboard symbols
2. Optimizing network (give up quicker what not wired, connect better to wireless nodes)
3. Again the pc hostname is set by something sometimes to dhcpc
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